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anuary minutes as amended.

e violations on Spaulding Brook conservation land (see Jan. minutes), Bob L. read a copy of
ckets clearly requesting that the condition be corrected (copy of letter attached on pg. 2).

etting an official appraisal is becoming expensive and time-consuming, so we decided to
price we consider reasonable. Will draft a letter to PSNH stating the number.

n Hotz to discuss the ongoing quarry land deal. Topic for tonight is reviewing the proposed
ot going to record details of the discussion; Brian will incorporate feedback and circulate
rian intends to finalize the easement with Quarry LLC the last week in February. Agreed to
r his review and comment (although such comments will be advisory only; SPNHF and
ment wording). Also need to notify town attorney to begin drafting a deed to transfer
nership once easement is in effect. Our preference and goal is to have the land conveyed

list of the plants she would like to protect (attached on pg. 3).

n Rd., bids have been updated to reflect increased costs since a year has passed. We have
niel Kuusisto of New Ipswich and one for $64,970 from the Aulson Co LLC. Uh…Kuusisto wins,

7:00 pm to 10:30 pm






